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The President’s………...Pipings…...…Cindy Ericksen
Should Bee, Maybee, or Not to Bee ..for those considering keeping bees
Perhaps, by now, you’ve begun to imagine yourself, bee smoker in hand, tending your very own
beehives. You would surely become known in the beekeeping world, charming friends and acquaintances with accounts from your apiary. Your mailbox, consequently , would overflow with
dinner invitations. Your bees would never stray and you would need a backhoe to move all
those jars filled with the purest of honey ever collected…Dreaming can be fun, though beekeeping is a big commitment. How can you be sure you have what it takes? And, if you do don
a beekeeper’s veil, will you find sweet success or just end up getting stung?
Here is a little quiz to help you find out:
1. My idea of awesome responsibility is:
a. A pet rock
b. Training the family dog
c. Sustainably supporting colonies of honeybees
2. While driving in a car, you happen to see a swarm swirl by. You:
a. Keep driving. You’re probably running late.
b. Slow down a little to get a glimpse.
c. Turn around in the next available driveway to follow the bees.
3. The neighbor kid accidently hits one of your hives with his football, and now bees
are buzzing all over the place. You:
a. Shriek and stand on the nearest chair.
b. Head to the house to put the screen door between you and the excitement.
c. Crouch down to see what the bees are going to do. They’re just so interesting.
4. It’s 80+ degrees in the shade and it’s time to harvest honey, you:
a. Stay inside with the air conditioner running.
b. Say to yourself I’ll wait until a little later in the fall when it’s cooler.
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c. Are happy as a bee on nectar, don a bee suit and are off to collect available frames of
honey.
5. My idea of a good work out is:
a. Work out? I need both hands to lift the remote.
b. A brisk walk around the block.
c. Lifting a 50-80# super full of capped honey or irritable bees.
6. People who know you say, You’re:
a. All about the big picture.
b. Pretty good at seeing the forest and the trees.
c. Obsessed with minutia.
7. Your idea of a relaxing time is:
a. Spending a month in the Hamptons.
b. Swinging in a hammock while reading a good book about pollinators.
c. Putting a new coat of paint on hive boxes.
8. Unfairly, you believe you were slapped with a parking ticket. You
Immediately:
a. gnash your teeth while paying the fine.
b. Make a few calls to see if you really have to pay it.
c. Stroll into the Police Department, state that you were securing a
swarm from a tree on
First Street, and get the ticket thrown out.
9. The last time you were stung by a bee, you:
a. Nearly died.
b. Can’t remember what happened.
c. Swelled up a little, but it wasn’t anything an ice cube couldn’t fix.
Scoring: for every A answer, give yourself 1 point. For every B answer give yourself 2
points. C answers are worth 3 points.
Not to Bee (10-13points) –You might have become increasingly interested in these creatures, though you will be better off admiring them from afar. Besides there are plenty of other
ways to help honeybees –and without the stings and smoke.
Maybee (14-20 points) –You’re not quite ready to suit up, though you definitely have potential. Doing a little extra reading, signing up for the Apprentice Beekeeping Certification classes, and working with a mentor will help you decide for sure.
Should Bee (20-27 points) A born beekeeper. So what if you are all sticky and your back
aches. It’s all a part of the experience, and you have never shied away from hard work anyway.
Honeybees will never fail to fascinate you, and –bonus!- if your bees are healthy and it is a good
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season you will have fresh honey to enjoy while you are at it.
Taking care of bees does require a fair amount of time, patience and dedication. It really
helps if you are naturally curious about the world around you, and since beekeeping means you
will be facing thousands of bees, which can be a little disconcerting, it’s also good to know how
well you can keep your composure.
Beekeepers should be able to tolerate a little physical discomfort, too. Being trapped inside a bee suit, gloves and a veil in August/September heat can be unbearable, and at least
once, a bee will make her way inside your suit. Also, you will need to do some awkward heavy
lifting –it is not easy to maneuver a fifty-pound super full of irritable honeybees. Oh, and, it’s
really important to know what kind of reaction you have to bee venom, because no matter how
careful you are, occasionally you will be stung.
Because trouble in a hive often starts out small, good beekeepers are usually very detail
oriented. What’s more, sometimes no matter how much attention you pay or how hard you try,
you’ll still lose a hive to Varroa mites, endless wet winters, a failing queen…you get the idea.
One more thing, there is always something to do relative to beekeeping –repainting hive boxes,
making new frames or changing out foundation, capturing swarms, etc. Lastly, the parking
ticket –sometimes beekeepers do have to advocate for honeybees, we are fortunate in this area
of the Olympic Peninsula that beekeeping is permitted within city limits. Would you be willing
to speak out on behalf of bees at a city council meeting? Hopefully you won’t have to- though
plying them with honey really does help.
While this was a long story…the point really is –Apprentice Beekeeping Classes
are beginning this month and precede the general meeting. The classes are a great way
for those new to beekeeping to learn about the care and keeping of honeybees and obtain
Washington State Certification as an Apprentice Beekeeper –not to mention, develop
your confidence, knowledge and skills to keep bees. Read on to learn more about the
Apprentice Beekeeper training program and contact Mark Urnes, Education Coordinator to enroll
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The Apprentice Beekeeper
The Apprentice Beekeeper is the first level of certification in the Washington State Master
Beekeeper Certification Program. This level is designed to give those just starting in beekeeping solid information and support, with the goal of retaining new beekeepers as they develop
confidence in their ability to keep bees. The training, experience, and guidance provided at the
Apprentice Beekeeper level by NOPBA will provide the participant with:
Classes/training and mentorship that provide knowledge and confidence to keep bees
Hands-on experience working with bees, including use of tools and equipment
Information about the “how-tos” of obtaining bees to get started as a beekeeper
Exposure to resources to improve skills and stay current in beekeeping

Participation Criteria
Enrollment in the Washington State Master Beekeeper Program at the Apprentice Beekeeper
level begins with completion of an application form, payment of fee. Upon receipt of the fee
($15. Application for Certification and $10 NOPBA Membership dues), the participant will receive related training materials and be encouraged to attend classroom training. Participants
will be notified when a match with a mentor is made. A minimum of one year is required to
satisfy certification requirements.
The participant does not need to own bees while completing the Apprentice Beekeeper Certification program, though s/he is encouraged to do so. If the student does not have a colony, his or
her mentor will assist in finding a colony for the participant to use.
Certification Requirements
To be certified as an Apprentice Beekeeper the participant needs to satisfy the following requirements:
Pass a written exam based on the 10 lessons in the Master Beekeepers Certification Program – Apprentice Beekeeper Handbook and supplemental materials provided with a
score of-- --- 80% or better.
Submit a log for review with a minimum of 4 entries regarding colony-management activities that cover 12 consecutive months.
Field Experience with Mentors
Field experience with a mentor is active, hands on experience working with
bees, hives, and beekeeping equipment. The participant demonstrates the
ability to perform specific hands-on manipulation activities on his/her own under the supervision of a mentor. Certification bound participants would have
a priority over non-certification bound participants to be matched with a mentor should there not be enough mentors available.
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These activities are organized by beekeeping season and documented. During each of the four
seasons, the participant meets with a mentor to work through the minimum hive activities for
each season. If the participant does not have prior experience, the mentor will demonstrate an
activity and then the participant will be expected to perform the activity independently.
The required activities per season are listed below:
Spring
Smoker operation and use
Beekeeper behavior when approaching a colony
Tool identification and use
Recognizing drones, workers, and queen
Recognizing pollen, honey, and brood in comb
Basic hive evaluation
Feeding and/or recognizing starvation
Mite monitoring
Summer
Supering: when, how many, which type
Colony management during honey flow
Honey harvest
Extracting, bottling, and storing honey
Storing honey supers
Providing water for bees (discussion)
Queen excluders (discussion)
Nectar dearth and robbing (discussion)
Fall
Hive evaluation: queen, food stores, and disease
Continued mite monitoring with sticky boards, sugar dusting
Entrance reducers and mouse guards
Feeding
Recognizing and addressing small and light colonies
Fall treatment options (discussion)
Nectar dearth and robbing (discussion)
Defensive bees! (discussion)
Winter
Feeding and/or recognizing starvation (late winter)


Checking overwintering hive(s)
Learning about equipment: needs, terminology, sources
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The Vice President…………Buzzings…….….Meg Depew
Spring is in the AIR!!
Hi, everyone!
I don’t know about you, but I can already feel Spring in the air and that means a
lot of work around the beeyard.
We’ve been busy at home building and prepping new woodenwares, in expectations of the new
bee packages we have ordered. It’s time to organize our tools, clean them up and keep an eye
on the hives for signs of life. We’ve seen every hive doing cleansing flights when the sun comes
out, but alas, it seems that 2 may not pull thru the Spring, especially if it stays cool and damp.
We have some emergency feeding boards ready if the girls need it.
I am looking forward to sharing with all of you, some of the great information that I brought
back from the American Beekeepers Federation conference which was held in early January in
Anaheim. The conference was better than I had expected. It was an interesting blend of Commercial apiarists, Academics, Sideliners and Beginners. The majority of the presentations were
formatted in breakout sessions; topics varied from Api-tourism to the new horizon in Pesticide
and Herbicide treatments. Stick around at the meeting and I’ll have a short presentation on
the Pearls of Wisdom that I picked up.
Have a great February!
—Meg

The Treasurer……………...Honey Stores……………………..Walt
I have spent some of our Honey
chine to use at the meetings, clasalso hot chocolate , tea and what
you have a favorite cup please bring
And of course there will be a donaplastic tub to cart the coffee maYou just might see me on some
of the back of my SUV. Gotta pay

Stores $$$ and got us a Keurig coffee mases, picnic etc. etc. It’s not just for coffee but
ever else you want to put in hot water… If
it that saves the paper cups we have to buy.
tion can.. I also purchased a hand-cart and
chine and goodies around with. Hummm!
street corner this summer selling coffee out
for them bees somehow!!!!

And by the way...The DUES are DUE for 2015!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Secretary’s…......Waggle Dance Communications…......Kirsten Whitworth
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers' Association
January 11, 2015 General Meeting Minutes

The North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers' Association met at the Port Angeles Public Library.
President Cindy Ericksen called the meeting to order at 1:02 p.m.
There were at least 19 members, 2 guests, and at least 10 visitors in attendance: The members
in attendance were President Cindy Ericksen, Former President Bob Pasco, Treasurer Walt
Wielbicki, Beekeeper/Education Trustee Mark Urnes, Librarians Richard & Marilyn Parks,
Secretary Kirsten Whitworth, Bill Yada, Barbara Powell, Vivian K Levy, Tyrone Beatty, Danielle Lawrence, Dan & Judy Harvey, Jev Unick, Jerald Dow, Linda Dow, Amelia Pohl, and Sue
Nattinger. Guests: Dan Dessauer, Chris Beatty. Several of the visitors became members: David J. Colthorp, Susie Hancock, Elke McCue, Paul McCue, Rachel Moore, Bill and Selina
Slagle, Karen Weaver. Several people left before signing in.
Minutes from the November Board meeting were approved. Tyrone Beatty moved to approve;
Bill Yada seconded. The motion passed unanimously.
Treasurer's report:

Previous Balance
Deposits
Expenses

$4,164.19
$55.00
($226.81)

$106.81
$59.00
$5.00
$56.00

New Balance

$3,992.38

Beekeeper/Education Trustee report:
Mark Urnes reported WSBA Beginning Handbook is available and Class will begin the second
Sunday of the month February. Additionally, plans are under way to present the 1-Day Beekeeping Class at Sunny Farms at the end of February. Candle making was taught at Montessori School before Christmas.
The four club hives are doing well, but the most difficult season is coming up. Hive die-off usually occurs January-March.
Library Report:
Marilyn Parks introduced new Club Library Books and Videos available for check out on a
monthly basis.
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Old Business:
Annual Membership Dues: $10.00 may be paid to Walt Wielbicki, Treasurer.
Club T-shirts. It was decided by the board per Mark Urnes suggestion to sell the t-shirts for
a price which would include membership to the NOPBA club. Cost of shirt ($12.65) plus
membership dues ($10.00): $22.65.
A speaker was purchased for use with the demonstration hive at educational events.
New Business:
The NOPBA Board met 13 December, 2014. Two goals for the coming year:
Work to formalize a Mentor Program to support Apprentice Beekeeping Certification
Course (ABCC) participants. Cindy Ericksen spoke with Carolyn Breece, OSU regarding
the Oregon State Master Beekeeper course materials and approach. Carolyn highly recommends a mentor component to the program to give beginning beekeepers support as
they develop self confidence in their ability to keep bees. Mark Urnes, Ed. Coord. and
Cindy are working to develop a mentor program which would have mentors assigned to
new beekeepers during their ABCC. Mentors would meet with mentees once per season,
for four times a year. More information to come.
Develop an Education Program for children and/or young adults, possibly a ½ day class on
pollinators. Members interested in working on this goal contact Mark Urnes or Cindy
Ericksen.
Queen Rearing Program (QRP). Bob Pasco related he would like to put together a
Queen Rearing Group this year. He requested that members interested in rearing
queens contact him. Bob mentioned several queen rearing methods that could be
tried, namely, Cloake Board, Miller Method, Hopkins Method and Walk Away Split
Method. Currently, there are funds available for needed bees and queen rearing
equipment.
Bob recommended those interested register for West Sound Beekeepers Association (Silverdale)
Queen Rearing Class, cost: $135 for first person, $110 for a second person from the same family
(Saturday & Sunday July 19 & 20, 2014). The class is slated to be reduced to a single day and
will focused on the backyard beekeeper that has 2-4 hives rather than 10 hives. The date is
likely to move to late June.
There was discussion about location and logistics. Club hives are currently located on
Mark Urnes’property. Need to consider where an adequate drone population exists for
queen mating –Mike Radford suggested the Dungeness area near Nash’s. Questions
emerged relative to queen rearing success, who would have access to the queens and
what would an appropriate cost be. Cindy Ericksen related that purpose of the QRP
would be to provide queens to local club members as they are needed at a nominal
cost. Bob was encouraged to develop a budget for the program and outline the program objectives. There was discussion of the club supporting those interested in participating the QRP by paying for the Queen Rearing Class.
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Determine interest level in Q&A. Discussion about a Question & Answer series following the general
NOPBA meetings in 2015. Members could write their questions on the meeting sign –in sheet or submit via facebook. A facilitator would be needed to coordinate the Q&A series if there is interest.
Woodenware Field Day is currently in the planning stage. The purpose of the Woodenware Field Day is to
introduce beekeepers to members who build their own wooden ware and how that is accomplished
with equipment, tools and jigs. Date, location, time to be announced.
Walt Wielbicki asked if NOPBA would purchase a coffee machine for use at the meetings. Motion was
made and seconded. Discussion favored the purchase of a coffee machine. Motion approved unanimously. Walt will purchase a Keurig Coffee Machine from Costco and the necessary supplies – coffee, tea hot chocolate, cups, etc.
Announcements: None
Next Meeting Sunday February 8, 2015 at the Port Angeles Public Library.
Motion to adjourn the meeting at 1:40 pm was made by Bob Pasco and seconded by Mark
Urnes. The motion passed unanimously.
Following the meeting, several hive types were available for viewing and demonstration. Mark
Urnes, Walt Wielbicki, and Kirsten Whitworth facilitated discussion about the hive types.
Walt gave a presentation on the various styles and their uses. Mike Radford talked about
the new Bee Bus – carrier new bee packages Bees would be arriving in and demonstrated
their ease of use.
Respectfully submitted,
C. Kirsten Whitworth, NOPBA Secretary

The NOPBA Facebook page is: North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers' Association
The West Sound Beekeepers’ Association (WSBA; Silverdale) pages are:
http://westsoundbees.org/ - web page
Queen Rearing in the Pacific Northwest (update 1/13/2015 - they will be reducing this class to a single
day and will be more focused to the backyard beekeeper that has 2-4 hives rather than 10 hives.
The date is likely to move to late June.) Join them for their Queen Rearing Course Saturday/
Sunday July 11th , 2015 8:30am- 4:30pm there at their regular meeting location at Stedman
Bee Supplies. This course is for beekeepers that are looking for hands on instruction for learning
how to grow quality queens in their apiary. Also for beekeepers interested in the process and
practice of growing queens. Download Details and Registration Form
West Sound Beekeepers Association (WSBA) – Facebook Public page
West Sound Beekeepers Association (WSBA) Group Page! – Facebook Club Member page

Current NOPBA Mentorship List – A BIG thanks for everyone who replied to my email(s)! We
still need mentors. Please contact me, Kirsten, to sign up or edit this list.
Cheers, Kirsten Whitworth
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Wooden Ware by……………?
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The Guard Bee
Effects of temperature and CO2 on Varroa destructor

J Econ Entomol. 2011 Dec;104(6):1774-82.Laboratory study on the effects of temperature and
three ventilation rates on infestations of Varroa destructor in clusters of honey bees
(Hymenoptera: Apidae).Kozak PR1, Currie RW.Author information1Department of Entomology,
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3T 2N2.Abstract In this study, reduced
levels of ventilation were applied to small clusters of bees under controlled conditions to determine whether lowered ventilation rates and the resulting increased levels of CO2 could increase
the mortality rates of varroa. Two experiments were performed at two different temperatures
(10 degrees C and 25 degrees C). Both experiments compared varroa mortality among high (360
liters/h), medium (42.5 liters/h), and low (14 liters/h) rates of ventilation. The clusters of bees
(approximately 300 worker bees) in bioassay cages with 40 introduced varroa mites were placed
into self-contained glass chambers and were randomly assigned to one of the three ventilation
treatments within incubators set at either of the two temperatures. Bee and varroa mortality
and the levels of CO2 concentration were measured in each of the experimental chambers. In
both experiments, CO2 levels within the chamber increased, with a decrease in ventilation with
CO2 reaching a maximum of 1.2 +/- 0.45% at 10 degrees C and 2.13 +/- 0.2% at 25 degrees C under low ventilation. At high ventilation rates, CO2 concentration in chamber air was similar at
10 degrees C (1.1 +/- 1.5%) and 25 degrees C (1.9 +/- 1.1%). Both humidity and CO2 concentration were higher at 25 degrees C than at 10 degrees C. Bee mortality was similar within all ventilation rate treatments at either 10 degrees C (11.5 +/- 2.7-19.3 +/- 3.8%) or 25 degrees C (15.2
+/- 1.9-20.7 +/- 3.5%). At 10 degrees C, varroa mortality (percentage dead) was greatest in the
high ventilation treatment (12.2 +/- 2.1%), but only slightly higher than under low (3.7 +/- 1.7%)
and medium ventilation (4.9 +/- 1.6%). At 25 degrees C, varroa mortality was greatest under low
ventilation at 46.12 +/- 7.7% and significantly greater than at either medium (29.7 +/- 7.4%) or
low ventilation (9.5 +/- 1.6.1%). This study demonstrates that at 25 degrees C, restricted ventilation, resulting in high levels of CO2 in the surrounding environment of small clusters of honey
bees, has the potential to substantially increase varroa mortality.

After reading this and several other studies on temperature control in the hive by the bees I remembered how the
Asian honey bee controlled a problem with a huge wasp that could wipe out a hive in short order. The bees seemed
to know that if the first wasp that found their hive got back home and told it’s hive of the honey bee hive it was all
over. So the Asian honey bees allows the first wasp to enter their hive. Once in they ball the wasp that is many
time their size and started to raise their temperature until it killed the wasp at a temp. just below the temperature
that they could not withstand.
So it seems after a few million years the bees figured out a few ways to survive. So what else do they know that we
don’t know they know Hummm! —Editor
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Bee Stuff — Swap! / Looking For! / For Sale! / Free stuff! / ?
Send in the info on your stuff you want to get … or get rid of
Include your email or two cans on a string number send it in to the editor

Hives by Larry

Details $375, 4 boxes with 1/4 inch glass windows, all cedar except the bars inside, walls are
either 1 inch or 1 1/4 inch, call Larry at 360-683-6957.

Treadmill Sears Pro-Form $25
Dura-flex Deck…..Has incline levels
Call Walt…..681-5495
Robber Screens $12 … can be adapted to fit any hive
Walt….681 - 5494
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What is Happening Calendar

FEBRUARY 2015
Sun

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

13

14

Groundhog day

8

9

TU Bishvat

10

11

12

NOPBA meeting

15

Valentines day

16

17

18

President’s Day

22
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19

20

21

27

28

Chinese New Year

24

25

26
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Membership signup form and renewal for NOPBA

Forgot your dues ? Or if you wish to become a member fill out the form below
and send it to the address on the form.
Please make checks payable to NOPBA

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
New Member signup & Renewal form
Name ________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________________

Email _________________________________________________________
Beekeeping experience __________________________________________
Number of Hives _______________________________________________
Type of Hives __________________________________________________
For office use only:
Dues Paid___________ Date ___________
Initials ________
To Mail in:
1. Fill out form
2. Enclose Check for $10.00 for one years dues
3. Mail to:
NOPBA
P.O. box 3036
Sequim, WA 98382
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LINKS
WASBA Education
WASBA news
WSBA events
National Honey Board
USDA, ARS, HONEY BEE RESEARCH
WSDA Apiary Program
WSU Department of Entomology
Central Washington Beekeepers Association
Clark County Beekeepers Association
East Jefferson Beekeepers Association
Inland Empire Beekeepers
Lewis County Beekeepers
Methow Valley Beekeepers
Mid Columbia Beekeepers Association
Mount Baker Beekeepers
North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers
Northwest District Beekeepers
Olympia Beekeepers, Thurston County
Pierce County Beekeepers
Puget Sound Beekeepers
Skagit Valley Beekeepers
Snoqualmie Beekeepers Association
Stanwood-Camano Island Beekeepers
West Sound Beekeepers
Whidbey Island Beekeepers Association
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WWW.NOPBA.ORG
INFO@NOPBA.ORG

The North Olympic Peninsula
Beekeepers’ Association
formed to promote the common
interest and general welfare of
beekeeping, to protect honey
bees, to encourage good bee
management practices, and to
encourage good public relations
between beekeepers and the
public.

Our meetings are currently held on the
second Sunday of the month at 1:00 p.m.
A WSBA class for certification starts one
hour before the business meeting. We
meet indoors at the Port Angeles Library.
NEXT MEETING :
February 8, 2015

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 2014 – 2015
President

Bob Pasco

pasco@olypen.com

Vice President

Cindy Ericksen

ericksenpc@olympus.net

Secretary

Jev Unick

jevrene@q.com

Treasure

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

Education

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Beekeeper Trustee

Mark Urnes

urnes@msn.com

Librarian
Newsletter

Richard & Marilyn Parks

rwparks12@yahoo.com

Walt Wielbicki

waltw@q.com

North Olympic Peninsula Beekeepers Association
Editor: Walt Wielbicki
E-mail: waltw@q.com
NOPBA
PO Box 3036, Sequim WA 98382
www.nopba.org
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